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ROYAL COMMISSION

INTO THE MANAGEMENT OF POLICE INFORMANTS

A

O

STATEMENT OF MONIKA PEKEVSKA

I, MONIKA PEKEVSKA of Level 16, 200 Queen Street, Melbourne, Victoria state:

1. My name is Monika Pekevska. I am a barrister at the Victorian Bar. I have been a 
October 2018.

Professional Background

I was admitted as a solicitor in December 2007. At the time, I was completing 
Corrs Chambers Westgarth.

In September 2009,1 began working in the Litigation and Dispute, Resolution (LDR) Branch at 
the Victorian Government’s Solicitor Office (VGSO) as a Solicitor. A'

I was initially supervised by Mr David Ryan, Managing 
2009

In or about July 2011,1 was promoted to a Seni

;icles” at2.

3.

cipal Solicitor (MPS). In about late 
when she was promoted as a MPS.

4. 'u
or 2010, my supervisor became Ms Belinda Trevea

Solicit the LDR Branch in the VGSO.5.

ge of (generally) less complex files at the VGSO 
S. This meant that all letters, emails and work

As a Solicitor and Senior Solicitor, I had ci 
under the direct supervision of the relevant 
conducted on a file were required to be discussed and signed off by a MPS. Any significant 
correspondence or advice was re

6.

•equired todife approved by the MPS with responsibility for the file 
VietoridmGovemmenf Solicitor (AVGS) of the LDR Branch.

In or about June 2013,1 wn^Tomotcd to principal Solicitor in the LDR Branch at the VGSO. 
As Principal Solicitor, I had carriage of more complex files and provided high-level strategic 
advice. I could also run lestf^pmpl^ files without supervision, and could supervise junior 
solicitors on less «<hnplex files. I was still required to get approval in respect of significant 
correspondence or advice frdifkmy supervising MPS on the file and, on occasion, the AVGS.

I did a \a£Iefy of(^ rk 30 SolidW, Senior Solicitor and Principal Solicitor for a number of 
government clients, ihcltiding Victoria Police. I worked on numerous files under the supervision 
of various MPS V i n c I u d ing Mr Ryan and Ms Trevean and others (including Antonio Mazzone, 
Anna English^a»Pai(Ja)Cumbo). Mr Ryan and Ms Trevean managed the majority of my files.

A > * \ _
I took on the role of Acting MPS for a period of 12 months. In about May 

iW7, I^brm^y&ok on the role of MPS. I was a MPS until August 2018 when I left the VGSO 
iO undertake the Victorian Bar Readers Course in April 2018.

>>$) <0^ <£✓ ss?
10. Asa MPS I managed a team of 4-6 lawyers and had direct oversight of some of their files. I was 

.CFrv required to provide any significant correspondence to the AVGS of the LDR Branch for approval.
For the majority of this time, I was supervised by Mr Shaun Le Grand who was the AVGS of the 

> ^4" LDR Branch until he left the VGSO in or about mid-2018. Prior to being supervised by Mr Le
Grand, I was supervised by Stephen Lee who was an AVGS of the LDR Branch. In respect of any 
significant matters concerning government arising from the files I had carriage of or managed, I 
would liaise with the AVGS and the Victorian Government Solicitor (VGS).

and, on occasion, the Assistant

7.

8.

Irr^&ut ^^20^,

Jo1
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Purpose of my Statement

11. I make this statement in response to a request from the Royal Commission into the Management 
of Police Informants (Royal Commission) dated 12 August 2019 about when I was a “solicitor in 
the employment of the VGSO” and at “relevant times” “acted in matters which involved 
Ms Gobbo”, as well as pursuant to a Notice to Produce dated 25 September 2019.

A

12. The Royal Commission requested me to prepare a statement addressing the following matters, 
which I have quoted from the Royal Commission’s 12 August 2019 letter:

Provide details of how you learned, or were given reason to suspect or beliefs^, that a 
person, who had ongoing legal obligations of confidentiality and privilege was providing 
information or assistance to Victoria Police, including when that occurred and in 
circumstances that occurred. , '

Detail how you learned, or were given reason to suspect or believe, that Ms 
providing information or assistance to Victoria Police, including when that occurred and 
in what circumstances that occurred.

1.

what

Gobbo was2.

cP <x>
it Ms Gobbo was or might be a 

Terence, namely:
vU' rV

a. The number of and extent to whichQtjfses ^tun> hebeen affected by the conduct 
of Nicola Gobbo as a human source. ' ,C\<\

b. The conduct of current andfobmer memberst^V
disclosures about and resentment, handl 
as a human source. ' #

The Commission wouldN^as^lat&d by you providing any further details of any other matters 
within your knowledge rej^^jlf to these terms of reference.

13.1 make this statemen^rom@y ows^ufo^

certamCi^cum^ts that the V0SO has produced to the Royal Commission (the VGSO
Bundle)

2. certain docudQhts otQjte Supreme Court of Victoria’s web portal (the Web Portal) 
relating to proceedings involving Ms Gobbo,2 which I reviewed to assist me to jog my 
njemq^land also to record events and my involvement in their relevant context.

Ih^ptfter relevant documents are identified, which I have not reviewed for the purpose of making 
statement,\jhay seek the opportunity to prepare a supplementary statement addressing those 

docSjfpents.

Detail of when or how it became apparent to you that 
human source.

3.

Given the Commission’s first two terms of re4.

ictoria Police in their 
d management of Nicola Gobbo

;e and from:

1.

/

11 understand that approximately 5000 documents that were produced by the VGSO to the Royal Commission 
were then provided to my solicitors, K&L Gates. I understand that K&L Gates then sought to identify a subset 
of the VGSO Bundle that may be relevant to my work at VGSO (the VGSO Bundle), and provided that subset 
of documents to me for my review.
2 See https://www.supremecourt.vic.gov.au/case-suimnaries/ab-ef-v-cd-proceedings and 
https://www.supremecourt.vic.gov.au/case-summaries/chief-commissioner-of-police-v-hwt-proceedings.
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15. I make this statement from my knowledge of matters gained during my employment at the VGSO.
At this stage, mindful of my professional obligations, I have not included in this statement any 
information which I think that I may have subsequently gained in comiection with my role as a 
barrister in proceedings involving Ms Gobbo, after I ceased employment at the VGSO. These 
proceedings are leave to appeal applications in the Court of Appeal brought by various convicted 
individuals.

A

o°^°

v-y
^Gobbo issued

History of my involvement in proceedings involving Ms Gobbo at the VGSO

2010 - Gobbo v State of Victoria & Ors (SCI 2010 2316)

My first involvement with Ms Gobbo was in or about April or May 2010 when Mfe 
proceedings against the State of Victoria and others.

16.

From my memory and a review of the Statement of Claim (SOC), Ms Gobbo’^dl^hn was in 
relation to the involvement she had with the Petra Taskforce.3 The S0&^nqg$S that Ms Gobbo 
was involved with the Petra Taskforce from about 3 March 2009. FSerl recall that the Petra 
Taskforce investigated the murders of Terrence and Christine Hodson that occurred in 2004.1 am 
aware that Paul Dale and Rodney Collins were charged with these murders but that the charges 
were ultimately dropped following the death of Carl Williams who was to be a prosecution 
witness. I am aware that Ms Gobbo provided a statement that was included in the Dale/Collins 
brief of evidence. I recall reading the Petra statement. Myj^ollection is that it states Ms Gobbo 
had recorded a conversation that she had with

17.

Mr Dale^My 
d damages for economic l<

I can recall that Ms Gobbo’s claim wqr«^t about her involv~“ ~"A 
Victoria Police. It was only in relation to her role with the P

My recollection is that, shortly after the^OC w^is'served, Mr Ryan asked me to assist him in the 
civil proceeding. Mr Ryan was my MPS and supervisor in that proceeding.

I was not involved witiOjqy matters relating to Ms Gobbo prior to the civil proceeding. At the 
time Mr Ryan approached me to assist with the civil proceeding, I had no knowledge of who Ms 
Gobbo, Mr DalpoUpF Collins oirfftp Hodsons were. I had no knowledge that Ms Gobbo was a 
barrister or ajjuman sourc^oNsu^pebtfed human source) to Victoria Police.

At the commencement .dfjftiy ip^ptvcment in the civil proceeding, I was informed that Ms Gobbo 
was aQ^rrister and haAbeqifr
recall who told nfte that Ms Gobbo was a human source. I do not recall the specific conversation. I 
expect that, given the prudential ity of the information, either Mr Ryan or a member of Victoria 

wouldliave told me this. I do not believe that I was given any specific details or 
information abfmfMs Gobbo’s period of informing, the circumstances of her becoming a human 
source or the-Circumstances of how she became

^2*2. Mr Ryqft^fid I briefed (now his Honour) Mr Michael Wheelahan QC, Mr Michael Rush (now
d Ms Rowena Orr (now QC) to represent the defendants. I prepared a chronology entitled 

1 s ‘^GSO Chronology regarding dealings with Nicola Gobbo from 2009 to 2012”
^ \0 he Chronology), which I am advised by my solicitors was drafted in June 20144. It states that

Counsel was briefed on 6 May 2010 and that a Notice of Appearance was filed on 10 May 2010.

review of the SOC indicates that Ms
loss.Gobbo was claiming general damages and

lein as a human source with 
a Taskforce.

18.

19.

20.

21.
iman source as background for the claim. However, I cannot

one.

3 VGS0.2000.0133.0023.
4 VGS0.5000.0004.7487.

Y
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23. Iam not certain why I drafted the Chronology in 2014. However, I believe that information was 
sought by Victoria Police in relation to matters related to Ms Gobbo which prompted me to 
review a number of files at the VGSO and prepare the Chronology. I have a recollection of 
providing a copy of the Chronology, and the documents it refers to, to Superintendent Peter 
Lardner of Victoria Police. The only proceeding that I had been involved in, and that is referred to^ 
in the Chronology, is Ms Gobbo’s civil proceeding.

24. From my review of the Chronology, I observe that in a memorandum from Counsel contained in 
the VGSO Bundle entitled “Note to Instructing Solicitors” and dated 21 May 2010,5 Counsel

25. I recall attending a confidential briefing at the Victoria Police Centre at 637 Flinders Street, 
Docklands. I recall that this confidential briefing was organised at the request of Counsel. I can 
recall that the briefing was requested in Counsel’s memorandum dated 2-NtyJay 2010. From the 
Chronology, it appears that the confidential briefing was on 1 June 2010 and that myself, Mr 
Ryan and Mr Wheelahan QC, Mr Rush and Ms Orr of Counsel attended. The Chronology states 
that Inspector Steve Smith from the Petra Taskforce, Inspector Stephen Waddell and Acting 
Inspector Michael Hughes from the Briars and Purana Taskforces also attended. The Chronology 
indicates that no notes were taken at this confidential briefing. I have no memory of which 
members of Victoria Police attended the briefing, or what wa» discussed at the confidential 
briefing, apart from the fact that Ms Gobbo had nDsJeu statement relatingffcffthe Briars Taskforce. 
However, I have no recollection of the content of the BfHrS statements

26. I recall that my main tasks in the civil proceedingfivere to liaise 
predominantly liaised with Senior Sergg&nt Andrew Bona), and Jo _ 
conferences in relation to the preparation of a Defence and the proceeding generally

. /~0\eQ ^27. I recall reviewing each allegation in the SOC and attempting to locate information for Counsel 
about how to respond to thoMJegations. I was ablXlo ascertain some of the information to 
respond to the SOC from persons at the VGSO, rfginely, Mr Ryan, Isabel Parsons (of the 
Commercial Branch at the VGSO) and Greg Elms (of the Victoria Police Branch at the VGSO). I 
recall from my involvement with the civil$jx>ceeding that Ms Parsons and Mr Ryan had 
attempted (unsuccessfully) to negotiate witness protection arrangements with Ms Gobbo. From 
the Chronology, it appears that the Y&SO became involved with these negotiations in mid-2009.1 
recall that Mr El<0)Was'mW)lxecl In responding to various subpoenas issued by either Mr Dale or 
Mr Collins m®)e committal in respect of the Hodson murder charges relating to Ms Gobbo. Both 
iheQyitnesyptf^teetion negotiations and subpoenas were pleaded in the SOC. I had no involvement 
in the

sought various documents and information in order to draft a Defence.

Counsel and the client (I 
organise and attend witness

^e witness protection negotiations or responding to these subpoenas about Ms Gobbo

. „
28. I can recall sneaking to Ms Parsons about Ms Gobbo’s civil proceeding. However, I cannot recall 

the^tefails of those conversations. From the Chronology, it appears that I met with Ms Parsons on 
O/ May 2010 to discuss the negotiations about Ms Gobbo entering witness protection and that, on

^xO Wt June 2010, Ms Parsons provided me with documents including a summary of “without prejudice 
X N rT meetings” that she had with Ms Gobbo and documents that had been exchanged. From the SOC, I 

° xO <? s$an see allegations were made in Ms Gobbo’s SOC about these witness protection negotiations.
From the Chronology, Ms Parsons and I held a conference with Counsel on 15 June 2010.61 have 
seen emails between Ms Parsons and myself in June 2010 in the VGSO bundle where she has

at the

5 VGS0.2000.0143.0041 (this version is highlighted and has annotations in my handwriting).
6 Ms Parson’s file note from 15 June 2010 is in the VGSO Bundle at VGSO.2000.0142.0078.

0^
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provided information about the witness protection negotiations.71 do not believe that I saw every 
document on Ms Parson’s file. I believe Ms Parsons and I also had a number of telephone calls to 
discuss issues referred to in the SOC. However, I cannot recall the details of these conversations.

29. From the VGSO bundle, it appears that Mr Ryan and I sought, and were provided, information A ^ 
from Mr Elms via email about the subpoenas issued by Mr Dale at his committal in May and Jum^
2010.1 have no independent recollection of these emails or conversations with Mr Elms. Front, ^ vCT 
VGSO Bundle, I also received various documents from Mr Elms relevant to the SOC.81 di(£f)ot 
see or have access to the entire file held by the Victoria Police Branch in respect of the subpoenas.
From the VGSO Bundle, I have seen a reference to also speaking to Ron Gipp of Counsel whi 
can recall was briefed on behalf of the Chief Commissioner of Police (CCP) in relation to the

I

subpoenas issued by Mr Dale at the committal stage. From the VGSO Bundle,, I can see that Mr 
Gipp and I spoke about documents produced by the CCP pursuant to the §ubpoena9.1 have no 
independent recollection of this conversation. c<cX<V

oUcitor from tlhe Victorian30.1 can also recall having email contact with Ms Lana Custovic, a s
Office of Public Prosecutions (OPP), for information about allegations in the SOC. I have no 
memory of what was discussed in this email correspondenceQrpcFl have not seen these emails. 
However, the Chronology indicates that the VGSO receid^ fagtpaf responses from Ms Custovic

A#ia Police to assist Counsel to prepare the Defence 
and generally defend the proceeding. I have a recollection that Senior Sergeant Bona delivered to 
Mr Ryan and me a hard drive that had to be stored securely but dt> riot recall specifically when I 
was provided with the hard drive. I do not hav^Sspecific recollection of what was contained on 
the hard drive, but I can recall that it contained either audi

#
regarding the SOC on 24 June 2010.

31.1 also collected various documents from Victor

ordings, or transcripts of those 
oth, of conversations between Ms 

re may have been other documents on 
'S text messages and emails. Whilst I cannot

audio recordings (transcribed through Victoria Police), or 
Gobbo and members of the RembTaskforce, I belie,vS{tej 
the hard drive from the Petra Taskforce such'as SM 
recall, it is possible that the hard drive did not initially contain audio recordings because I can 
recall that the transcribing of the audio transcripts was an issue that was discussed at some length 
given the numbei^f recordings and the time it would take to have these transcribed. The audio 
transcripts may have been saV^d ontoSje hard drive as they were transcribed by Victoria Police

O Bundle from Senior Sergeant Bona to Mr Ryan on 27 May 
recordings from the Petra period which were approximately 

can see from an email dated 28 June 2010 that I sent to Victoria

members JFrom aa&prail in the VGS 
2010, I^2n see that there weraSU2 n
215 hours in length in to 
PolW a list of recordings w

dpJh^recall reviewing the documents on the hard drive in any detail, but I have a memory of 
reviewing some abdio transcripts. I do not recall ever having listened to any audio recording from 

/✓X ✓ ^hc hard drive. I cannot recall the contents of the audio transcripts that I reviewed, and have no 
recollection or whether Ms Gobbo was speaking about, for example, persons that may now be 
affected by her conduct. However, I can recall that the transcripts I reviewed included extensive

O irrelevant information and what I would describe as “general chitchat”. I also reviewed the
A Ct

 ̂A <#

X' ^X7 VGS0.2000.0131.0009, VGS0.2000.0131.0010, VGS0.2000.0131.0118, VGS0.2000.0131.0119,
VGSO.2000.0140.0404.
8 VGSO.2000.0140.0473 to VGS0.2000.0140.0475, VGS0.2000.0140.0323, VGS0.2000.0140.0324, 
VGS0.2000.0140.0325, VGS0.2000.0140.0326.
9 See VGS0.2000.0140.0474.

VGS0.2000.0141.0085.
VGS0.2000.0140.0392.

lie wanted transcribed as a priority.

10
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transcripts solely for the purpose of defending the civil proceeding and preparing a Defence, so I 
recall that I only skimmed the transcripts for specific issues arising in the SOC.

33. I recall attending a directions hearing where the State was represented by Mr Wheelahan QC and 
Mr Rush. The Chronology indicates that the directions hearing was before Kaye J on 18 June 
2010 and that orders were made that day.

. Cr Cr34. I recall arranging and attending a number of conferences with members of Victoria Police to 
discuss the allegations in the SOC and to prepare a defence. From the Chronology and a 
document titled “Gobbo v State of Victoria & Ors - Record of Conferences”12, it appears that 
from June 2010,1 arranged and attended a number of conferences with the following members of 
Victoria Police who were named in the SOC.

On 1 June 2010, Mr Wheelahan QC, Mr Rush, Ms Orr and I met with Inspect 
Smith. It appears that Mr Rush, Senior Sergeant Bona and I had a second cc 
Inspector Smith on 8 July 2010.

On 2 June 2010, Mr Rush, Senior Sergeant Bona and I met 
Cameron Davey. o'jy

O
On 7 June 2010, Mr Wheelahan QC, Mr Rush, Orr aSid I 
Shane O’Connell. I recall that Senior Sergeant B

A

or Steve 
onference with

1.

nior Constable2.

Senior Sergeant 
at the conference.

3. met w
ona was also pre 

t Bona and I met (yith Lloyd-DSOn 11 June 2010, Mr Rush, Senior S

On 23 June 2010,1 met with Sergeant sMSolos^p. I recall this was at the offices of the 

VGSOIn my document titled “Gobbo v State of Victoria & C 
have a note that I also conferred wi

4.
-A

5.

Ors - Record of Conferences”, I 
and that there were emails

6.
A4L Graham Evans-O

about arranging a c^fiS^re^^yl may have had

recoil ectiop)^ whiCj^as <fi)^*fssed at the conferences referred to above. The

Graham Evans-Oa teleconference with

35.1 have no specific
Chronology indicale^3ial@K file n©fe^6$/I took were returned to Victoria Police (my 
recollection is that Victoria Police sought the return of the notes following the conclusion of theron 

, thfe Chronology indicates that, on 23 June 2010,1 prepared a table 
and provided it to Inspector Smith, Senior 

Ms Custovic (from the OPP), Mr Elms (from the VGSO) 
was a member of Victoria Police,

civil proceeding). W^wever 
titled “Instructions for Counsel regarding Defence 13

Graham Evans-OSergeant O’Connell, 
and! a person called
but I have no recollection of his involvement in the civil proceeding. From the Chronology, I

I believe that

ob may have been from the witness protection unit. From my memory, Iirve thatj
seeking that these persons complete the table in respect of remaining queries Counsel had in 
lisEjg the Defence.

I understood that Ms Gobbo was managed by members of the Petra Taskforce in 2009 and 2010. 
By “managed”, I mean that members took actions to monitor and protect her safety, and also dealt 
Wi^lj, a range of day-to-day matters of a practical nature including payment of living expenses, 

Sptavel requirements, and living arrangements. I believe that the members who were predominantly 
involved Graham Evan:Lloyd-DS andwere

12 VGSO.5000.0048.0020 (I believe that I drafted this document in 2014 when preparing the Chronology by 
looking at my VGSO diary for 2010 and making a list of the conferences and attendees).

VGSO.5000.0048.0007.13
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I spoke to these members about these matters for the purpose of responding to the SOC. From the
provided me with instructions about Ms Gobbo’s 

interstate and overseas (Bali) accommodation, flights, hire cars/taxis and other expenses. I recall 
that Ms Gobbo was receiving $1000 per week in living expenses. I believe that Ms Gobbo was

37.
Chronology, I see that <;'ahamEvans°

Arequired to travel, and stop work as a barrister, because of concerns about her safety. I do not 
believe that

_ vy \y
G

Graham EvaiLloyd-DS ever gave me any information as to any informationand
Ms Gobbo had given to Victoria Police.

The Chronology indicates that, on 23 June 2010, a conference was held between Counsel,
Mr Findlay McRae (Director of Legal Services at Victoria Police) and SuperintendeijtPetQj' 
Lardner (who was then in charge of the Civil Litigation Division of Victoria Police) and the 
VGSO (I believe Mr Ryan and I were present) regarding the Defence. I have no recollection of 
what was discussed at this conference, but I presume that it was to discuss a draft of th

XX\
I have seen a copy of the Defence as filed on 25 June 2010.14 From the Chronology, it appears

Graham Evans^ ^ >^25 June 2010
before the filing of the Defence regarding outstanding final queries.

CjI recall that a mediation was organised after the filing of the Defence. From the Chronology, the 
date of the mediation was 11 August 2010.1 believe that, in preparation for the mediation, I

38.

e Defence.

39.
that I may have spoken to Senior Sergeant O’Connell and

40.

attended a number of further conferences. The Chronology i 
conferences: _,

On 27 July 2010, a conference was held with Mr Wheelahan QC, Mr Rush, Mr McRae, 
Superintendent Lardner, Senior Sergeant Bona, Mr Ryan and myself to discuss possible 
settlement options ahead of the “mediation. I can recall Counsel provided advice on 
possible settlement amounts and presented a number of different settlement scenarios. My 
file note of this con ferei^ is containa^ft the VGSO Bundle,15 and attached to my file 
note is a document prepared by Counsel containing a one-page document prepared by 
Counsel titled “Gobbo-Mediation”16. The advice from Counsel in conference was also 
included in an advice toftne client dated 28 July 201017. However, I do not believe that I 
drafted the 28 July 2010 advice. I can recall that Mr Peter Hanks QC was briefed to also 
provide advic^ft the settlement. The Chronology indicates that Mr Hanks QC was orally 
briefed by Mr Rush on 6

;ates that ided the following
$V

1.

:st 2010 to provide advice on the settlement, and that he
ided advic 9 August 2010.pmv

x\
SLCb Sandy White-Osel, Senior Sergeant Bona and I met with 

^ji have no recollection of this conference or what was discussed. Prior to 
ving ronology, I did not believe I had ever met
’ ology indicates that my files notes of this conference were returned to Victoria

01
6

/ Sandy White-O

^ PoliceO

August 2010, Counsel, Senior Sergeant Bona and I met with Superintendent Geoff 
X/ > . Alwayand

^ xy
from the Witness Protection Unit. Again, I have 

no recollection of this conference or what was discussed. The Chronology indicates that 
my files notes of this conference were also returned to Victoria Police.

14 VGS0.2000.0133.0069. 
VGSO.5000.0023.0425. 
VGSO.5000.0023.0425. 
VGSO.5000.0004.0036.

15
16
17
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At the mediation on 11 August 2010,1 can recall that Ms Gobbo was present with her sister, 
Catherine Gobbo, and was represented by Mr John Dixon QC (now his Honour). Alex Chernov 
AC QC was the mediator. I can recall that Mr Ryan was present at the mediation and the 
Chronology informs me that Assistant Commissioner Emmett Dunne was also present. I have no 
further recollection of who was present at the mediation. I also have no recollection of the details 
of what was discussed at the mediation. I can recall that the mediation was held at the Victorian

41.

long mediation. I recall I left the mediation after 5 PM and 
before it was completed as I had a personal commitment. I do not have any notes from ^
mediation and they do not appear to be in the VGSO Bundle. I can recall Mr Ryan contacting me 
that evening to inform me that the proceeding had been settled.

X '
Following the settlement of the civil proceeding, I can recall drafting correspondence to 
Ms Gobbo’s solicitors about security arrangements and other practical matters such as telephone 
numbers and the like.18 Mr Ryan and representatives of Victoria Police would have settled these 
drafts before they were sent. From the VGSO Bundle, I can see a letter from Mr Ryan to 
Superintendent Lardner dated 17 August 2010 reporting on the outcom^tof the mediation.191 
believe that I may have written this letter and had it settled by Mr Ryan.

The Chronology informs me that orders dismissing the civil proceeding were made on 
24 September 2010.

44. I do not recall speaking about the proceeding, gtv^fts confidentiality at the time, with anyone at 
the VGSO apart from Mr Ryan, Ms Parsons and Mr Elms. Lmay have spoken about the 
proceeding with Mr Stephen Lee who was then the AVGS of the LDR Branch but have no 
specific recollection of doing so. I liave.^'recollection of speaking to Mr John Cain, the VGS at 
the time, about the proceeding.

The Chronology also indicates that all f^y files^tes were returned to Victoria Police.

2014 - Chief Commissioner of Police v Herald & _
“First Lawyer X injunction”)

nr vvaV . ...
46. For the preparationor this part of my statement about the First Lawyer X injunction, I have 

referred to th^ (ftyo Portal.20 Except where otherwise indicated, the dates and details included in 
this part of my statement have been taken from the court documents uploaded on the Web Portal.

(T
47. In early April^QlT, I can recall being informed by Mr Ryan that he had attended the Supreme 

CouftlPfactfo^ Court the evening prior to seek an urgent injunction on behalf of the CCP against
les Pty Ltd (HWT) in relation to the publication of a newspaper article

Bar Mediation Centre and that it was a

42.

43.

45.

Weekly Times Pty Ltd (SCI2014 1537) (the

t

the Herald & Weekly lEj
that tended to identify that Ms Gobbo was a human source at the same time as being a barrister. I 

y \v canqjbcall that the injunction was sought in order to protect the safety of Ms Gobbo and her infant 
^children. HWT was identifying Ms Gobbo with the moniker “Lawyer X”.

Q ^ jfel Mr RyaiXSafckd me to assist him in relation to the proceeding. I believe we were also assisted by 
^xO Julia Wang of the LDR Branch, who was either a graduate or junior solicitor at the time.

18 VGS0.5000.0009.0831.
VGSO.5000.0004.0073.
https://www.supremecourt.vic.gov.au/chief-commissioner-of-police-v-hwt/s-ci-2014-01537.

19
20
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49. I recall that, on 1 April 2014, Mr Ryan and I urgently briefed Dr Stephen Donaghue SC and 
Mr Emrys Nekvapil of Counsel to provide advice in conference on seeking an urgent interim 
injunction. An application was made to the Practice Court of the Supreme Court of Victoria and 
orders were made by Cavanough J on 1 April 2014 restraining HWT from publishing or causing 
to be published Ms Gobbo’s name or 
or any information that would tend to

Aimage, implying or stating Ms Gobbo was a human source 
identify Ms Gobbo.

_ U JO
50. On 2 April 2014,1 further briefed Ms Fiona Batten of Counsel to assist. Due to Dr Donaghue 

SC’s unavailability, I believe on or about 2 April 2014,1 also briefed Mr Jeremy RuskjnQC a«^\ 
senior counsel on behalf of the CCP. I believe that Counsel and I drafted a Generally Endorsed 
Writ and Summons to issue a proceeding for breach of confidence against HWT. The Web Portal 
indicates that the Writ and Summons were filed and served on 2 April 2014.

„ WOthe Officer in Charge of the51. On 2 April 2014,1 also conferred with
Witness Security Unit. Upon taking instructions, 1 can recall that Mr Nekvapi 1 drafted an
affidavit behalf about the high risk to Ms Gobbo a
on newspaper articles published by HWT and other media publishers.

52. My review of the Web Portal also indicates that I conferred with Detective Inspector John
O’Connor, the Officer in Charge of the Covert Services Division of Victoria Police. I recall that I

Ler children based

of drafting afl affidavit on his 
:ource from 2005 to 2009 and that

conferred with Detective Inspector O’Connor for the fttfrp' 
behalf. The affidavit indicated that Ms Gobbo was a hum! 
she provided information to Victoria Police “in relationHo various serious and organised crime 
figures in Victoria some of whom are notorious and violent convicted criminals.” The affidavit 
makes no mention of who the various criminal figures were or what information Ms Gobbo
provided about these persons. I do not believe that Detective Inspector O’Connor told me this 
information. I did not need to know the nature of this information for the proceeding. The Web 
Portal indicates that both of these affidavits were file®5ft 2 April 2014 after being settled by

'A .
53. The Web Portal indicates that a closed court hearing was held before Cavanough J on 3 April

2014.1 can recall daat I assisted drafting a short further affidavit in the lunch
break on behalf of the CCP about safety arrangements that had been put in place for Ms Gobbo 
and her child^n. ThoWeb Portal indicates that Cavanough J made two orders on 3 April 2014. 
One order was to(^^e fib courthsffd the other order extended his Honour’s orders until 10 April 
2014 suppression order.

54. I can recall a substantive hearing being held. The Web Portal indicates that this further hearing 
held before Cavanough J on 10 April 2014.1 can recall that Mr Ruskin QC, Mr Nekvapil and

Ms Batten appeared on behalf of the CCP. I instructed Counsel and Mr Ryan was present. His 
Honour mad&orders extending the interim injunction and suppression order until the hearing and 
determination of

AN NWiN On l(Mnd 11 April 2014,1 believe that Mr Ryan and I had conversations with the representatives 
(j rv eP of HWT. I cannot recall the nature of those conversations, but ultimately HWT consented to a 

yJ fonn of final orders being made. From the Web Portal, I can see that on 11 April 2014, Beach J
made the orders by consent and vacated the trial date. HWT was restrained from publishing or 
causing to be published the name or image of Lawyer X, any information stating or implying 
Lawyer X is or was an informer for Victoria Police and any information that would identify, or 
tend to identify, Lawyer X. A suppression order was also made.

Counsel.

was

the proceeding and listed the matter for trial on 14 April 2014 before Beach J.
also handed down a ruling in respect of the interlocutory injunction.

21 VGSO.2000.0029.0072.
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56. I understand the suppression orders have now been lifted following the High Court’s judgment in 
AB (a pseudonym) v CD (a pseudonym) [2018] HCA 5 822.

2014 - Coronial inquest into the deaths of Terrence and Christine Hodson

57. Later in 2014,1 commenced work on the coronial inquest into the deaths of Terrence and 
Christine Hodson on behalf of the CCP under the supervision of Mr Ryan.

58. Ms Gobbo’s role was not central to the inquest. However, I can recall that included in the 
brief was a copy of the brief of evidence for Mr Dale and Mr Collins’ committal with adc 
documents added. I can recall that Ms Gobbo’s Petra statement about recording Mf Dale 
contained in the inquest brief, as were select copies of Ms Gobbo’s diaries. I can recall that, given 
Ms Gobbo was a proposed prosecution witness in the committal, Victoria Police had 
that Ms Gobbo may be called as a witness in the inquest which may have compromised her safety.

I received my instructions from the Civil Litigation Unit of Victoria 
and Mr Ben Ihle were briefed on behalf of the CCP. Mr Boris Buicl 
investigator and Mr Chris Winneke (now QC) appeared to assi:

In preparation for the coronial inquest, I can recall the followin

reviewing the inquest brief for possible publi cinte 
concerns relating to the Witness Protection Act ’' 
about matters of PII in the inquest brief. I can recall various r
inquest brief; t O

iW AN
arranging and attending conferences with Counsel and current or former members of 
Victoria Police who were proposed witnesses In the inquest. I can recall conferring with

A
Ay <A> 

OVCr

cerns

dice. Mis Rachel Doyle SC 
as the coroner’s

59.

Coroner.
0<A

60.
pD

laims and any 
. I can recall liaising with Mr Buick 

edac Itions were made to the

immunity1.

A

2.

Murray Gregor, Cameron Davey and Sol Solomon who all gave evidence at the inquest;

md ^ dpDale and Mr Collins being called to giveproviding advii 
evidence.

3.

o$j£> /
Ahead of the inquest commencing (which 1 believe was mid-2014), I can recall receiving
instructions 1^^flt&«soMidentiallw4o the State Coroner about safety concerns in relation to a 
number of proposed witnesses in %€ inquest, including Ms Gobbo. From a review of the Web 
Portal,23 thesefl&ters^kre dated 9 and 17 April 2014 and dealt with the risks to Ms Gobbo if she 
were called as a witness. I can see from the letters that are on the Web Portal that the CCP sought 
that Ms Gobbo not be, called as a witness based on safety grounds, and informed the State Coroner 

, ^Jftat am£m-pn'hficati©n order would be sought over Ms Gobbo’s name and any information that 
may tend@ identify her.

62. Ult^Wely.^G
AW' commencement of the inquest, the CCP made applications for a suppression order over

xO '^Ms Gobbo. Ultimately, the State Coroner made an interim suppression order in relation to Ms
^On rT Gobbo. Having reviewed the interim suppression order on the Web Portal,24 I am aware that the

61.

obbo was not called as a witness in the inquest. I can recall that, at the

er was made on 19 May 2014 in respect of four persons, including Ms Gobbo.

22 I refer to this proceeding as the AB proceeding throughout this statement. Where I refer to the AB proceeding, 
I refer to the trial, appeal or High Court appeal.

The letters are exhibited as SF-37 to the affidavit of Assistant Commissioner Stephen Fontana sworn on 9 
June 2016 in the AB proceeding in the Supreme Court Trial Division (the First Fontana Affidavit).

It is exhibit SF-40 to the First Fontana Affidavit.

>
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2015 - Chief Commissioner of Police v Herald & Weekly Times Pty Ltd (SCI 2015 01074) (the 
“Second Lawyer X injunction ”)

For the preparation of this part of my statement about the Second Lawyer X injunction, I have 
again referred to the Web Portal.25 Except where otherwise indicated, the dates and details 
included in this part of my statement have been taken from the court documents uploaded on th^^/ 1
Web Portal. & SC?

63.
A

I recall that, in early March 2015, the Herald Sun newspaper published articles in relati 
inquiry conducted by the Hon. Murray Kellam AO QC. Mr Ryan and I received instructioj 
seek injunctive relief from the Supreme Court of Victoria about these publications'based o 
for the safety of Ms Gobbo and her children.

64.

In connection with this proceeding, I received a copy of Mr Kellam’s report, entit 
concerning Victoria Police handling of Human Source code name 3838” (the Kel’ 
was aware, at that time, that the code name of 3838 referred to Ms Gobbo.4 did not review the

d “Report
m Report). I

65.

substance of the Kellam Report upon my receipt of it because the subject matter of the second 
Lawyer X injunction did not concern what information Ms Gobbo pended or about whom. I can 
recall generally reviewing the Kellam Report to determines overall contents, but I was more 
interested in detennining the confidentiality status of the Kellam Report under the IBAC 
legislation and reviewing any recommendations or co^fTnents in the Kellam Report about the 
confidentiality status of the Kellam Report. This is becausk>fie cause of action in the second 
Lawyer X injunction was one of a breach of confidence. I can recall that on the front page of the 
Kellam Report there was a comment that ti^ddeumenf v^Mibject to PII. I can also recall that 
one of the recommendations in the KellaRi Report had something to do about the sensitivity of the 
report and the possible safety implications to |ds Gobbo of the disclosure of the Kellam Report.

-O /QI later read the Kellam Report in the^ntext of my involvement with the AB 
proceeding. From a review of the Kellam Report cm the Web Portal26,1 can indicate that in that 

ort there is reference to Ms Gobbo providing information about

66. However,

rei

Without looking at the Kellam Report on the Web Portal, I am not sure I could have 
recalled that the Kellam Report dealt with all these persons. However, I believe that the persons 
prosecuted by the V*f£toriar\Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) and named in the Kellam 
Report were ultimately the subject Of the AB proceeding. I have not reviewed the Kellam Report 
for wftaMnfoKnbti on Ms Goi$p provided about these persons for the purpose of drafting this 
statement. ^

67ylp early Mar«&>01£ C^iefed Mr Ruskin QC, Ms Claire Harris (now QC) and Ms Batten on 
behalf of the CCf^

k 68<3\headVma: king an urgent application to the Supreme Court Practice Court, I can recall that I
issisted^^^^^^^^^^^^from the Witness Protection Unit in drafting an affidavit about the 
risks to Ms Gobbo and her children following publication of articles about the Kellam Report by 
HWT. From a review of the affidavit on the Web Portal,assessed the risk 

fs Gobbo as “high”. I also recall affirming my own affidavit in support of the CCP’s 
application, which exhibited the documents filed and the orders made in the First Lawyer X 
injunction and any correspondence between the VGSO and the lawyers for HWT. I believe 

N Counsel settled these affidavits before they were filed.
V*

o

25 https://www.supremecourt.vic.gov.au/chief-conimissioner-of-police-v-hwt/s-ci-2015-Q1074. 
It is exhibit SF-1 to the First Fontana Affidavit.26
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From the Web Portal, I can see that an application for an injunction was made by the CCP on 5 
March 2015.1 can recall that it was held in the Practice Court before Ginnane J. His Honour made 
orders granting an interim injunction in respect of the publication of articles about the Kellam 
Report and granted a suppression order. The orders indicate that a further hearing was listed for 
13 March 2015. Vv '

The Web Portal shows that on 11 March 2015, an Originating Motion and Summons was filed vO 
behalf of the CCP. The Originating Motion was drafted by Counsel. The Web Portal indicates that 
a second affidavit of was filed on 11 March 2015.1 do not recall the
substance of this affidavit but recall that I prepared it on instructions.

69.

A

70.

From the Web Portal, I can see that on 27 March 2015,1 affirmed a second affidavit in this 
proceeding. I can recall that a draft was reviewed by Mr Ryan. I presume that the affidavit was 
also settled by Counsel before it was affirmed and filed.

I believe that, ahead of the trial listed for 30 March 2015, there were negotiation 
office and the HWT’s solicitors. Consent orders were agreed to ^nc^onSA March 2015, Beach J 
made two consent orders at the hearing. From a review of the ordervemthe Web Portal, one order 
restrained HWT from publishing or causing to publish the phrase “Lawyer X” in reference to the 
First and Second Lawyer X injunctions. The second order restrained HWT from publishing or 
causing to be published any information that would identify/<f"Tend to identify any individual 
referred to in the Kellam Report and made a suppressions 
vacated. ^ v /-O' / •

c$> , O Jo A.
ve now been lifted following 

2016- The commencement of the proceedings

74. Given the AB proceeding led to the establishment^ the Royal Commission, I do not in this 
statement provide extensive detail about the conduct of the AB proceeding. I understand that all

71.

s between our72.

er. The 30 March 2015 trial date was

the High Court’s judgment inI understand the suppression orders hav 
the AB proceeding.

73.

of the documents fi led by the parties in th^AB proceeding in the Supreme Court Trial Division 
and in the Court ^Appeal, and all judgments and orders, have been uploaded onto the Web 
Portal.271 have! a documents about the AB proceeding in my VGSO Bundle.w

75. In early 2016,1 q®i recall that MvMcRae arranged a conference with me. At this conference, the 
date of which-Tcannot recall, Mr McRae showed me correspondence received from the DPP. I 
can recall that following receipt of the Kellam Report, the then DPP, Mr John Champion SC (now 

Honour) had decided that, pursuant to his duty of disclosure, he was required to advise persons 
\potentially affected by the issues raised in the Kellam Report about the contents of the report. I 

A^T was sho^ftjcbrrespondence in response from representatives of the CCP. In the responses to the 
^DPP, I p&n recall that representatives of the CCP noted their concerns about Ms Gobbo’s safety 

noting that fte risk assessment was at a very high level.

WL

his

27 https://www.supremecourt.vic.gov.au/ab-ef-v-cd/ti~ial-division and https://www.supremecourt.vic.gov.au/ab- 
ef-v-cd/court-of-appeal.

The correspondence between the DPP and representatives of the CCP are summarised in paragraphs 26 to 40 
of an affidavit sworn by Assistant Commissioner Stephen Fontana of Victoria Police on 9 June 2016 in the AB 
v CD proceeding in the Supreme Court of Victoria. The correspondence is exhibited to the First Fontana 
Affidavit at SF-2 to SF-11.
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At this time, I had no knowledge of the identity of persons who may have been potentially 
affected by Ms Gobbo’s conduct. I can recall that I read the Kellam Report in detail at this time. 
The persons named in the Kellam Report are noted in paragraph 66 above. However, I cannot 
recall the details of the Kellam Report and what information Ms Gobbo provided about persons 
named in that report.

76.

A

I received instructions to brief Mr Hanks QC and Mr Nekvapil to provide advice to Victoria O' xo 
Police about the DPP’s correspondence. Mr Hanks QC and Mr Nekvapil provided a memorandum 
dated 18 April 2016. This memorandum was provided to the DPP.29

I can recall that various correspondence was sent between the CPP and DPP. Fro 
this correspondence on the Web Portal, the CCP indicated his belief that the contents of the 
Kellam Report was subject to PII which meant that the DPP was not permitt 
contents. The DPP indicated its intention to make disclosures to^H^R9

77.

„r78. ;vie’

;e its

(the 7
persons) who were named in the Kellam Report and had been prosecuted by ftie DPP. Ultimately, 
Supreme Court proceedings were issued by the CCP against the DPP on 10 June 2016 seeking 
declaratory relief. From a review of the Originating Motion on the Web Portal, the CCP was 
seeking a declaration that the information proposed to be ^closed to the 7 persons and the 
contents of the Kellam Report (to the extent it would endangg; a police informer) were subject to 
PII and a declaration that the DPP was not permitte^by law or his prosecutorial duties to send any 
letters to the 7 persons that would tend to identify a pqjjfi^ ^hformer and/or tend to endanger the 
life of a police informer. . O\<o A

79. I can recall that Ginnane J made a suppression ofideT a^the commencement of the AB proceeding 
on application from the CCP. The Web Portal shows that this suppression order was made on 10

and

June 2016. This suppression order was varied from time,to time during the course of the 
proceeding. Given the confidentiality of the 
CCP was called AB and the DPP was call£9\tD. Ultimately Ms Gobbo was added as a party to 
the proceeding and was known as EF, amicus curiae were appointed to represent the interests of 
the 7 persons and the Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission also 
intervened in the proceeding. I understand that these suppression orders have now been revoked 
following the High Court deefaiWi. EF also brought her own proceeding against CD, the cause of 
action being an equitable breach^jjonfidence. This proceeding was not successful.

80. Under the sqp^fyisicMf of Ms Mario Baragwanath, the VGS, Mr Le Grand, Jessica Tribe and Rose 
Singleton (both Principal Solicitors in the LDR Branch) and I conducted the AB proceeding 
behalf of the Q^mt was generally my role (together with assistance from Ms Tribe and Ms

r with our Victoria Police clients, to draft affidavits, liaise with Counsel and

seeding, the parties were given pseudonyms. The

on

i n gleton) J^bsonfe
(Kts, wient, prepare any court documents, draft correspondence, draft undertakings, liaise with 

^ythcr parties fn respect of the proceeding and to liaise with Ms Baragwanath and Mr Le Grand 
wji^p'appropriate.

A<\o 81. Mr Hanks QC and Mr Nekvapil were briefed as Counsel together with Ms Batten and Daniel 
x-On x x rT McCredden of Counsel. Given the complexity of the AB proceeding, the confidentiality regime in 
°s(y*sr place and the potential significance of the proceeding, I ensured that all correspondence

(including significant email correspondence) was settled by Counsel. The VGSO received our 
day-to-day instructions from the Legal Services Unit of Victoria Police (the Legal Director and 
Assistant Legal Director) and from Detective Superintendent Peter Brigham.

1

29 The memorandum of Mr Hanks QC and Mr Nekvapil dated 18 April 2016 is referred to in paragraph 36 of the 
First Fontana Affidavit and is exhibited as SF-8 to that affidavit.
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Ms Tribe, Ms Singleton and I prepared affidavits on behalf of various members of Victoria Police 
including Inspector Brooke Hall, Assistant Commissioner Stephen Fontana, Detective Inspector 
Monique Swain and Detective Inspector Peter Brigham ahead of the trial commencing in 
November 2016. These affidavits were all settled by Counsel. I can recall that numerous affidavits 
were sworn by Mr Champion SC and Brace Gardner of the OPP. I can recall that Ms Gobbo and 
her medical practitioners also swore affidavits.

Ginnane J handed down a judgment on 19 June 2017. His Honour concluded that the proprfs^d 
disclosures by the DPP were not subject to PII. I recall that the judgment provides information 
about how and why Ms Gobbo became an informer, the risk of harm to Ms Gobbo and agr< 
facts about Ms Gobbo’s actions relating to the 7 persons. I read the judgment either the dayunat it 
was handed down or the following day. I was also required to read parts of thesjtcdgmeftj: in 
preparing appeals in the AB proceeding later in 2017 and in 2018.1 have notte-read th 
for the purpose of preparing this statement. AcAAA

The CCP and Ms Gobbo appealed. The appeal was heard on 4 to 7 September 2 
Ferguson CJ and Osborn and McLeish JJA. Ms Tribe and I instructed.Z'tfan recall that I was not 
able to attend for the afternoon session of one of those days due to a medical appointment. 
Together with the other parties, the Commonwealth Diree 
intervened in the appeal. The judgment was handed down 
proceedings were dismissed.

The CCP sought special leave from the High Court which 
and myself (together with assistance from our joint legal £ 
the High Court. The appeal was heard after my departqre> _
High Court’s judgment upon it becoming public in Decen^p'2018

I was not involved with any further proceedings tn relation to the AB proceeding after leaving the 
VGSO in August 2018.

The following I believe is rele^^^to th'e'Rov^ Commission’s Letter in relation to the AB 
proceeding: YYYA<C>

1. The pr^C^feding was about disclosure of the Kellam Report to the 7 persons. I can recall 
that Assisted Detebjive Inspector Swain of Victoria Police to draft an affidavit about a 
Victoria Polic^feylew of various matters relating to Ms Gobbo and possible legal

inflicts. Detective Inspector Swain’s affidavit largely discusses one example of potential 
o legal conflictI can recall that

it appeared that Ms Gobbo had 
11I relationship with him

I can recall that the Steering Committee’s report, and the attachments 
to that report, about Mr Gobbo and possible legal conflict issues involving Ms Gobbo 

exhibited to Detective Inspector Swain’s affidavit. I can recall that two of the other 
0 . , s^Jve examples may have been a report about Zaharoula Mokbel and a report about Ms

Gobbo reviewing a brief of evidence. I did not read these reports but I believe copies 
rVA ' On were provided to the DPP.

nO Jp
2. I can recall that Mr Hanks QC and I took carriage of drafting an Agreed Statement of 

Facts about the 7 persons on behalf of the CCP after taking instructions from Detective 
Superintendent Brigham. I can recall that these Agreed Statement of Facts were tendered 
in the trial. I believe these Agreed Statement of Facts are uploaded on the Web Portal and 
were referred to in length in the judgment.

82.

A

83.

e judgment

017 before84.

;or of Public Prosecutions (CDPP) 
otv21 November 2017 and the

V
granted on 9 May 2018. Ms Tribe 
mt) prepared the appeal book for 

om the VGSO. I became aware of the

85.

86.

87.

/

Y
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I can recall that, in a letter referred to in the proceeding (which I can recall was discussed 
in the trial and is quoted in the judgment), Ms Gobbo referred to over 5000 information 
reports (IRs) being provided by her. I believe that 5000 or 5500 IRs were also referred to 
in the Kellam Report. To the best of my recollection, I do not believe that any of these 
IRs were examined in the AB proceeding. v '

In correspondence referred to in the proceeding, I understand that Ms Gobbo believed th>T 
she had assisted Victoria Police in over 300 cases. I recall that this correspondence^ 
quoted in in the judgment. I believe Ms Gobbo also named a number of persorjstethis 
letter where she claimed that the information she provided led to their arrest. I can recall 
that two of these persons were and (both persons

Part of the AB proceeding involved an assessment of how Ms Gobbo came to 
source in 2005.1 can recall that Ms Gobbo claimed that her main motivation t

3.

A

4.

convicted of offences).

be a human 
to become a

5.

human source was to remove the Mokbel family from her life. I can also remember that
she agreed to become a human source after a period of ill health (potentially her stroke). I 
do not recall an examination of the handling or management of Ms Gobbo as a human 
source in the AB proceeding.

I recall, in the latter phase of the proceeding, Wilting to Mr Bruce Gainer at the OPP. I 
recall having received instructions to write to the DPP seeking information about the 
DPP’s assessment of how many affected persons there may be arising from Ms Gobbo’s 
conduct. I can recall receiving an email from Mr Gardner a"bout this, but can now no 
longer recall the DPP’s assessment. I can recall that the DPP had interrogated their 
computer system called PROMIS to ascertain when Ms Gobbo had represented various 
accused in court and had collated a listjjf name^j^an recall that I received a USB device 
from the OPP that contained this

6.

tion and the DPP’s analysis. However, I did not
svjeelsut had it delivered to my clients at Victoria 

TJSB because I did not believe that it was within the scope of 
ing (which was about 7 persons) and because I believed that the 

confidential.

review any of the 
Police. I did nc 
litigating the A 
information on

e documents on th 
review the
Pi

the USB was likely to be highly
>0N V'/<K &a numtafljiorocsasibns, Ms Tribe and I were instructed to write to Ms Gobbo’s 

lawyers offering entry into the witness protection program and other security measures on 
behgl^jf Victoria Police. I can recall Ms Gobbo rejected entry into this program and most 

(J of the security measures offered to her.

2016 and 2017 - Leave, to appeal proceedings in the Court of Appeal

88. I recall that, in about July 2016, Rob (“Rabie”) Karam issued an application to the Court of 
Appeal seeking leave to appeal a conviction or convictions in 2014 on the basis that Ms Gobbo 
wqs^human source. The respondent in that proceeding was the CDPP. Mr Karam was not one of 
tbb 7, persons in the AB proceeding because he was prosecuted by the CDPP, not the Victorian 
DPPfMit he is referred to in the Kellam Report. I believe that the DPP may have referred to 

<orS eP Mr Karam’s appeal and may have exhibited documents from this leave to appeal application in
some of the DPP affidavit material filed in the AB proceeding.

<?-. 89. From July 2016 onwards (until I left the VGSO), Ms Tribe, Ms Singleton (under the supervision
of Ms Baragwanath and Mr Le Grand) and I represented the CCP in this proceeding. We briefed 
Mr Hanks QC, Mr Saul Holt QC, Mr Nekvapil and Ms Batten of Counsel. We received 
instructions to seek a suppression order in Mr Karam’s appeal. I believe we made an application 
for a suppression order over Ms Gobbo’s name and identity sometime in July 2016 with

On7.

/
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supporting affidavits sworn by Assistant Commissioner Fontana and Inspector Hall. Suppression 
and closed court orders were granted by the Court of Appeal.

Although the CCP was not a party to the proceeding, I can recall that representatives of the CCP 
appeared at multiple mentions in the proceeding as an application for a subpoena had been made A _ 
by Mr Karam’s lawyers. These mentions were in respect of the conduct of the appeal and, 
particularly, were in relation to documents held by the CCP relevant to information provided W XT 
Ms Gobbo about Mr Karam. I can recall being involved in processes being arranged for th^&DPP 
and later, Mr Karam’s representatives, to view information held at Victoria Police und 
confidentiality undertakings. The VGSO was also required to correspond with the parties ii 
respect of the appeal as I can recall drafting numerous letters to the CDPP about Ms Gqbbo’s 
status as a human source and documents held by Victoria Police.

Further, I am aware that Tony Mokbel and Steven Cvetanovski also issued proceedi 
the Court of Appeal in relation to Ms Gobbo’s activities.

I recall that Ms Tribe, Ms Singleton and I prepared court documents to seek a suppression order in 
Mr Mokbel’s proceeding but that the Court of Appeal may have made a suppression order on their 
own motion given the information they had from Mr Karam’s a

I recall that the respondents to Mr Mokbel’s appeal are both t&e Victorian OTP and CDPP. I can 
also recall that as Mr Mokbel had already sought to appeal his conviction and sentence 
previously, that submissions were required of the parties about whether Mr Mokbel had 
jurisdiction to bring another leave to appeal applica1©i.

v\ „I recall that neither the VGSO or the CCP were notified abo ' 
time after it was issued, and that a suppression order had be< 
their own motion. I can recall that the orjly gro^u^S acce]
Mr Cventanovki’s leave to appeal ground’s inre^e

—
2017, a third Lawyer

publications. recall the publications the subject of these proceedings (but can
recall they were in relation to Tony Mokbel) or the history of this proceeding in any detail. I 
believe that Ms Tribe assisted ma with the majority of the proceeding. I can recall that the CCP 
discontinued the proceeding j^$ril 2017. The court documents can be located on the Web Portal 

' ‘ nd I have not reviewed them again for the purpose of this

90.

ngs in 2017 in91.

92.

9d
93.

Mr Cvetanovki’s appeal for some 
made by the Court of Appeal on 

pted by the Court of Appeal in relation to 
ct of Ms Gobbo.

94.

X injunction was issued against HWT in respect95. I can recall that, in March 
of various

:ctm is
stateim

VxO
il proceeding I was involved in was the proceeding known by the pseudonyms 

jfflv UJS in Tctorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal in late 2016 or early 2017. A 
AcVyA oppression order was made in this proceeding in March 2017.1 am not aware of the status of this 
^ proceeding or whether it remains subject to a suppression order, so I have not provided any

>0 ^J^ther details

rCT cT^y

30 https://www.supremecourt.vic.gov.au/chief-commissioner-of-police-v-hwt/s-ci-2Q17-00809.
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Response to paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of the Royal Commission’s letter

97. As indicated above, I believe that I was informed that Ms Gobbo was a barrister and a human 
source when I began work on defending Ms Gobbo’s civil proceeding in late April or early May
2010. Prior to my involvement with the civil proceeding, I had not learned, nor had any reason to A ^ 
suspect or believe that a person with ongoing legal obligations of confidentiality and privilege,
Ms Gobbo specifically, was providing information or assistance to Victoria Police or was a o'cr 
human source. In fact as detailed above, prior to the civil proceeding, I was unaware of wh^jyls 
Gobbo was.

98. As indicated above, I cannot recall who told me that Ms Gobbo was a human source but believe
that Mr Ryan or a member of Victoria Police provided me with this information as relevant 
background to assist defending the proceeding and coordinating the receipt o^mstructions in 
order for Counsel to prepare the Defence. /v1

.oo
Response to paragraph 4(a) of the Royal Commission’s letter

SV
99. As indicated above: ,0 A

■ .O.From my involvement in Ms Gobbo’s civil proceeding in 2010,
Gobbo had involvement in prosecutions relating to Paul Dale and Rodney Collins in 
respect of the murder of the Hodsons as she provided a statement aftdr recording Mr Dale.

the civil pro
inquest in 2014, that Carl Williams £t)4Mr & rr^ft have met through

%< I'i^fiot favc any recollection of the details 
the Briars(o?)Purana Taskforces.

From my involvement with thoK^Erproceeding, I am aware that the 7 persons may have 
been affected by the •qopdi^p^if Ms^^bbo asV human source (particularly, in relation to 

11 do not know Hj^OtenCfcj which Ms Gobbo may have affected the 7

, I was aware that Ms1.

ceeding and the Hodson coronial 
Ms Gobbo.

I understood from my involvement in

From my involvement in the civi 
of Ms Gobbo’s involvement wit!

2.

3.

persons’ cases by her conduct ap a human source other than to refer to what is said in the 
judgment X' P)

4. The Kellam Report further names Milad Mokbel and Rob “Rabie” Karam as persons that 
Ms Gobbo provided information on. Mr Karam has issued proceedings in the Court of 

^ppe^.1 which ^Bzain^p^oing.

(5^ Mr Karam, Tony^fekbel and Mr Cvetanovski have all issued proceedings in the Court of 
Appeal seeking leave to appeal their convictions.

Cv/
.<* Asfihdicated in paragraph 87 above, I understand that Ms Gobbo has indicated that she 

liev^jhe has assisted in over 300 prosecutions.

7'. I was at the VGSO, I communicated with the DPP who provided information on a
3/' *3? ( USB about the number of persons they considered may be affected by Ms Gobbo. I did

Onot review the information on the USB and provided it to Victoria Police.

mse to paragraph 4(b) of the Royal Commission’s letter

ff)0. As indicated above:

/

I have little knowledge about current and former members of Victoria Police and their 
disclosures about the recruitment, handling and management of Ms Gobbo as a human 
source.

1.

I am aware that Ms Gobbo became a human source in 2005 and was deregistered in 2009.2.

-Y
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3. I have read Ms Gobbo’s Petra statement. I remember being informed, at a confidential 
briefing shortly after the commencement of the civil proceeding in 2010, that Ms Gobbo 
gave a statement to the Briars Taskforce. Otherwise, I do not recall what was discussed at 
that briefing.

A
In the AB proceeding, there was information about how and why Ms Gobbo came to be^ '
human source. I can recall she was approached by Victoria Police. I can also recall that 
she said that she began informing so that she could get Tony Mokbel and his famjl^ut 
of her life. This information is contained in the judgment. I do not know any further 
details about Ms Gobbo’s registration as an informer other than what is written in the 
judgment. \ '

5. From my involvement in Ms Gobbo’s civil proceeding, I am aware that b 
and 2010, she was managed by members of the Petra Taskforce, ifl the sense 
described in paragraphs 36 and 37 above.

rCT*G
G _v~

a xV -

etween 2009 
that I

Dated: 2 October 2019

V

Monika Pekevska

aw

r<f
O Jfs C.V

AtoVV 
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